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Computation + neurophysiology = insight

Richard FitzHugh with an analog computer, 1960
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FIG. 1. Eight frames selected from computer-animated motion 
picture showing stimulation of nerve fiber by a brief current pulse 
Y% above threshold. Read frames from top to bottom in 
two columns. Upper curves : membrane potential V, plotted 
against distance x. Lower curves: recovery variable R, which 
appears in the BVP equations, plotted against x. 

do reproduce in a qualitative way most of the properties of 
the more accurate equations. Since the BVP equations are 
easier to analyze and understand, they are more suitable than 
the HH equations for some purposes where simplicity matters 
more than accuracy, for instance, in making this motion 
picture. 

Figure 1 shows eight frames selected from a computer- 
animated sequence representing stimulation by a suprathresh- 
old stimulus current pulse passing outward through the 
membrane. In each frame the upper curve shows membrane 
potential (V) plotted against distance (x). In the first frame, an 
arrow appears below the v curve. The arrow is seen during 
the stimulus and indicates its position. The digits below the 
arrow denote relative stimulus strength: a stimulus of 1.05 
is 5% above threshold. The stimulus current pulse charges the 
membrane capacitance in the neighborhood of the stimulating 
electrode and produces a local elevation (V wave) above the 
arrow. After the end of a sufficiently strong stimulus, the v 
wave grows spontaneously into a full-sized local action poten- 
tial. The longitudinal current flows resulting from the potential 
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gradients of the v wave pass through adjacent regions of the 
membrane and stimulate them in turn, broadening the Y 
wave. At the same time, the V wave causes a local increase in 
the recovery variable (X), which is shown in the lower curve. 
This recovery wave or R wave grows more slowly than the v 
wave, but as it grows it reacts on the V wave in an inhibitory 
way, making V decrease at the electrode site. The R wave thus 
splits the V wave into two action potentials which travel away 
from the electrode in opposite directions at constant velocity. 
Once the V wave has faded out at the electrode, the R wave 
subsequently subsides there and splits into two parts that fol- 
.ow the V waves. 

Other scenes in the film show the collision of two impulses, 
stimulation by a subthreshold stimulus pulse, spatial and tem- 
poral summation of stimuli, stimulation during depressed 
phase following subthreshold stimulus, stimulation during ab- 
solute and relative refractory phases, one- and two-way prop- 
agation resulting from stimulation in the wake of a single 
passing impulse, and anodal break excitation. All of these are 
well known phenomena described in a number of places in the 
literature, with the possible exception of one- and two-way 
propagation (8). 

One of the main points made by the film is that the action 
potential and its accompanying recovery wave (which lags 
somewhat behind it) are the two primary components of the 
nerve impulse (Fig. 2). Action potentials will probably already 
be familiar to most viewers of the film, but the recovery wave 
as an equally basic component of the nerve impulse is an idea 
which has not been emphasized previously. Nevertheless, I be- 
lieve that it will help the student get a clearer idea of the 
dynamics of impulse conduction than he would get merely by 
watching pictures of the action potential alone. 

Computer animation-the production of motion pictures 
from computer-generated diagrams-is potentially an ex- 
tremely useful technique which has begun to be exploited in 
physics and engineering (5, 9, 11). Knowlton (7) used the 
technique to produce finished motion pictures by means of a 
computer program. His diagrams and titles cannot, however, 
compare in quality with those produced by conventional 
methods. For the motion picture described here, computer 
animation was used only for the curves of the solutions of the 
differential equations of the nerve fiber; titles and descriptive 
diagrams were made by conventional animation techniques, 
with the use of color film for emphasis and contrast. 

The BVP cable partial differential equations (1) were solved 
on a digital computer using an elementary finite step numerical 
approximation method, with little attempt to economize on 
machine time. The x increment was 1 .O, the t increment 0.1 

FIG. 2. One frame from motion picture showing a single impulse 
traveling toward the left. The action potential (upper curve) is 
accompanied by a recovery wave (lower curve). 
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"Computer animation—the production of 
motion pictures by computer-generated 
diagrams—is potentially an extremely 
useful technique which has begun to be 
exploited in physics and engineering."

Richard FitzHugh with an analog computer, 1960



Modern neuroscience requires computation

Inference from data

Acquisition and management of data

Modeling of neuronal systems at multiple scales



Modern biology requires computation

Inference from data

Acquisition and management of data

Modeling of biological systems of multiple scales



Successful undergraduate computational 
training needs

Instruction on good programming practices

Integrated projects within curriculum

Programming first term, freshman year

Documentation, version control, test-driven development



Successful graduate computational 
training needs

Instruction on good programming practices

Formal programming as soon as possible

Documentation, version control, test-driven development 

Intensive bootcamps are good







Tips for effective computational instruction

Have students work on projects together

Use real biological simulations and data

More fun, less intimidating, closer to real life

Students appreciate relevance

Use Python
High level language, popular, powerful, easier learning curve
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